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ne of the leading Hungarian societies of Hungary, the
Hungarian Historical Society, has just published a
volume entitled “ Transylvania” containing very
weighty material. In this exceptionally valuable book, which
is objective and presents irrefutable data in a brilliant style,
eminent authorities playing leading roles in the scientific life
of Hungary contribute papers proving the fact that Transyl
vania has always been an inseparable part of Hungary and
demonstrating the indisputable right of the Hungarian people
to the possession of that country.
The book points out that when after crossing the steppes
of present-day South Russia they reached the territory of
present-day Hungary, the Magyars did not find any firmly
established State in this territory. Therefore, when the
Magyar people founded its State — the first of the kind to
be established in this territory — it was fulfilling a historical
mission. The establishment of this State in the indivisible
Basin encircled by natural frontiers was effected in keeping
with the dictates of natural laws. Transylvania became a
natural outpost of the united country — and at the same time
a natural bulwark of European civilisation too — at the gate
way of the East, where there were not as yet any fully
developed countries, merely rival savage tribes and peoples
whose inroads threatened the peace and Christian culture of
Western Europe. It was this state of things that developed
the role of Hungary and her eastern outpost as a bulwark
of defence protecting Europe into a historical mission. And
this mission was fulfilled during centuries of bloody struggles
— right down to the Treaty of Trianon — with splendid
heroism, sagacity and unexampled self-sacrifice.
The role of Transylvania was to guard the gateway of
the West against the East. It however also included the work
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of maintaining the Western character of the peoples living
in this territory and of conferring the blessings of Western
civilisation on those of these peoples which had not yet
adopted Occidental culture.
The Hungarian (Magyar) character of Transylvania is
proved by a paper in this book showing that the name of
Transylvania (ErdelyJ itself is Magyar, the Rumanians having
borrowed that word when Rumanianising the name of Tran
sylvania and calling that province — Ardeal. Professor
Knizsa proves that most of the geographical and place-names
in Transylvania are Magyar. W e find also Old Slav and Saxon
names; but there is not a single place-name of Rumanian
origin to be found in the whole province except in that region
which the Rumanians describe as their most ancient place
of settlement — and even here, in Hunyad County, only four
placenames of Rumanian origin exist. This is also irrefutable
evidence that Transylvania as a country owes its origin to
the Magyars, the Rumanians not having begun to filter into
this province until Transylvania had been completely civilised
and organised into a State by the Magyars and by the Saxons
settled there in small numbers by the Magyars.
The map showing the art memorials drafted by Professor
Gerevich proves indisputably that as shown by the style
expressed in the art memorials of Transylvania the art of
that country forms an inseparable, integral part of the creative
genius of the Magyar people. In this field there are no traces
of any contrasting manifestations of the Rumanian genius;
for there is not a single Rumanian art memorial in Transyl
vania. — for all the world as if the Magyar artistic genius
had in that country branched off into a separate Transylvanian
artistic genius.
The book proves also that it was not until long after the
establishment and consolidation of the Magyar State that
Rumanians began sporadically to filter into Transylvania,
withdrawing to the mountain pasturelands whence later on
they descended in tiny, sporadic groups into the valleys.
Present-day Rumania, as contrasted with the preTrianon Hungary forming a perfect unit surrounded with
perfect geographical frontiers, might be termed a centripetal
country. For the bulwark of the Carpathians forms a mighty
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dividing wall, not only because the ring of mountains is broken
only by ten steep passes, only half of these passes opening
on more important roads leading to the two parts of Rumania,
— not only because there are only four railway lines cross
ing them, — but also because Transylvania differs entirely
from Rumania in character, culture, way of thinking and
manners. And the dividing ring is so rigid and unmovable
that it practically defies, even in these days of aeroplanes
and other rapid means of communication, every attempt to
overcome the obstacles which it presents.
Decisive evidence as to the inseparability of Transylvania
and Hungary is offered also by the statistical data contained
in the book. For nine years the Rumanians deferred the
publication of the figures of the 1930 Census relating to
Transylvania; not until the lapse of that period did they
venture to attempt to employ the daring subtleties of modern
statistics in an endeavour to prove the Rumanian character
of Transylvania. Aloysius Kovacs, Director of the Hungarian
Bureau of Statistics, has ingeniously refuted the Rumanian
forgeries. At the same time he shows the forcible means
employed by the Rumanians in their endeavour to disguise
the Magyar character of Transylvania. But even the cunning
of the Rumanians failed to spirit away the Magyar majorities
of the towns of that province. Comparative maps and state
ments throw into sharp relief the lying methods of Rumanian
statistics.
W e would in conclusion refer to the most valuable
material contained in this book — that contributed by Count
Paul Teleki, Prime Minister of Hungary, — what is practically
the leading motif of the whole work, acting like the baton of
a conductor to lead the whole powerful and harmoniously
co-operating orchestra; creating the impression of the work
of a judge directing the whole course of a trial, his summingup being reflected also in the verdict. Special mention must
be made of Teleki s superb map showing the changes in the
political frontiers of Europe in a very striking manner. Teleki
has marked on a single map the frontier-changes of ten
centuries, the thickness of the frontier lines varying in pro
portion to the length of the period during which it remained
unchanged. We see then that the thickest frontier-line in
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South-Eastern Europe is that surrounding Hungary, showing
that the frontiers of that country — the Carpathian ridge,
the Danube and the Western boundary-line — remained
unchanged for ten centuries. They served as permanent
frontiers like the chain of the Pyrenees in the South-West
of Europe. Most countries are intersected by a whole
mosaic-like network of narrow lines in many cases thin and
fine as hairs showing how frequently and how multifariously
the winds of history have blown hither and thither the
frontiers which are much less supported by the laws of
geography and can therefore be much more easily shifted.
The time-proof character of the Hungarian frontiers is shown
beyond dispute by this map as contrasted with those fron
tiers which have been continually shifted like scenery back
wards and forwards, from right to left and from left to
right, by the storms of history.
This magnificent work, which was compiled within the
short period of a month, offers many-sided, indisputable and
objectively scientific evidence of the justice of Hungary's
cause and of the truth of the claim that Transylvania has
always been Magyar and must remain eternally Magyar by
the unchanging laws of history, geography and ethnography
and by the postulates of economic interests and of culture,
as well as in the interests of European peace and develop
ment and to ensure the self-defence and balance of power
of our Continent.
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